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1. INTRODUCTION

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC) is a promising candidate of the power
source for a range of applications because of its notable
advantages such as high power density, high efficiency,
low operation temperature, low noise and no pollu�
tions. However, PEMFC requires further improve�
ments to achieve wide commercial use, particularly in
regard of the cell performance. To improve perfor�
mance of PEMFC, proper thermal and water manage�
ments are urgently demanded.

Successful water management in the PEMFC, par�
ticularly in the cathode side, is crucial to the cell per�
formance, as poor water management results in either
dehydration of membrane or flooding issues. On the
one hand, membrane dehydration increases the pro�
ton conductive resistance and thus reduces the cell
performance owing to great ohmic loss across the
membrane. On the other hand, however, flooding
problems occur if excessive liquid water accumulates
in the components of a PEMFC including gas channel
(GC), gas diffusion layer (GDL), and catalyst layer
(CL). Flooding can seriously debilitate cell perfor�

mance which concretely presents as three sub�cate�
gory flooding issues. On the microscopic scale, liquid
water covers the CL surface, creating hindered oxygen
transport and reduced reactive surface. On the mesos�
copic scale, liquid water clogs pores of GDL, decreas�
ing the effective transport of gaseous reactant to the
reactive site. On the macroscopic scale, liquid water
blocks the GC, resulting in mal�distributton of oxy�
gen and an increase in parasitic pumping power to
overcome the increased pressure drop. Therefore,
many researches have highlighted and emphasized
the requirement of proper water management, and
extensive studies have endeavored to investigate liq�
uid water transport processes in the components of a
PEMFC. Reviews of these studies have been con�
ducted in [1–3].

The transport of liquid water within the GDL is
one of the most important water management issues in
PEMFC. Commonly used GDL materials for a
PEMFC are carbon fiber based carbon paper (shown
in Fig. 1) and carbon cloth. In order to facilitate the
removal of liquid water, GDL is usually treated with a
non�wetting polymer such as polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) to make them hydrophobic. The transport of
liquid water through a GDL is a drainage process in
which the non�wetting liquid water displaces the wet�
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ting air. The displacement is dominated by capillary
forces due to the low water flow rate and narrow void
space within the GDL. Under typical PEMFC oper�
ating conditions, the capillary number Ca (ratio of vis�
cous force to surface tension force, Ca = μu/σ, with
μ water dynamic viscosity, u liquid water velocity,
σ surface tension between water and air) is of the order
10–6–10–8 and the viscosity ratio M (M = μwater/μair) is
about 17.5, leading to capillary fingering in the GDL
according to the phase diagram for drainage flow pro�
posed by Lenormand [4]. There have been some
experimental researches regarding liquid water trans�
port dynamics within the GDL [5–9]. Nam and Kavi�
any [5] suggested a branching�type geometry of liquid
water distribution, in which water vapor condenses on
GDL surfaces and forms micro�droplets which then
agglomerate to large macro�droplets. These macro�
droplets then connect to each other and form contin�
uous liquid water flow which moves by occupying the
largest pores on its advancing path. A similar liquid
water distribution inside the GDL was also proposed
by Pasaogullari and Wang [10]. On the other hand,
Lister et al. [6] proposed another mechanism called as
fingering and channeling. In this mechanism, liquid
water generated by electrochemical reactions builds
up pressure and preferentially breaks through the
pores with the largest diameter. A preferential pathway
is formed after the liquid water permeates through the
GDL along the through�plane direction and numer�
ous “dead ends” exist in the GDL. Moreover, liquid
water distribution within the GDL is dynamic inter�
connected and the preferential pathway of liquid water
evolves with time [7, 8]. Recently, in situ experiments
using synchrotron X�ray radiography confirmed the
coexistence of the above two liquid water transport
mechanisms [11]. In addition, phase�change�
induced flow in the GDL also has been reported
recently [12–14]. Actually, liquid water transport in
the GDL is significantly complicated due to the
anisotropic microstructures of GDL and mixed wetta�
bility within the GDL along with various operating
conditions [15, 16].

Recently, there have been some researches trying to
investigate fluid flow and mass transport in the GDL
based on pore�scale simulation in which the micro�
structures of GDL are considered using lattice Boltz�
mann method (LBM). LBM has been a powerful
numerical scheme to investigate flow and mass trans�
port in GDL owing to its unique ability of simulating
based on the real complex pore structures [17]. Gen�
erally, GDL presents inhomogeneous properties such
as different in�plane and through�plane permeabilities
due to its antistrophic structures. Thus, LBM has been
used to numerically predict the in�plane and through�
plane permeabilities of the GDL [18, 19]. In addition,
liquid water transport and distribution in the GDL are
investigated using LBM [20–24]. Park and Li [20]
explored behaviors of a droplet passing through porous
structures of a carbon paper GDL based on 2D simu�

1

lation. Further, some researches investigated liquid
water transport processes in 3D reconstructed GDL
[21–24]. Moreover, liquid water transport and distri�
bution in GDL with mixed wettability were also
explored using LBM [22–24]. These researches
indeed presented a detailed insight into the pore�scale
information of flow and mass transport within the
GDL, although simulations using LBM always require
huge computational resources.

In this study, LBM is used to investigate liquid
water dynamic behaviors in a porous carbon paper
GDL. Effects of land wettability and GDL wettability
on liquid water distributions are explored. The follow�
ing part of this paper is organized as follows: LBM
models used in this study are briefly introduced in Sec�
tion 2. Computational domain is also introduced in
Section 2. Then in Section 3 liquid water transport in
GDL and gas channel without land, in GDL and gas
channel with a land, and in GDL with different wetta�
bility are studied. Finally, a conclusion is obtained in
Section 4.

2. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1. Brief Introduction to LBM

During the last two decades, LBM has been devel�
oped as an alternative and powerful numerical scheme
for a variety of fluid transport phenomena [17]. Unlike
conventional CFD methods which solve discrete
forms of the mass, momentum and energy conserva�
tion equations based on macroscopic quantities such
as velocity and density, LBM simulates fluid particles
on a mesoscopic level based on Boltzmann equation
using a small number of velocities adapted to a regular
grid in space. For completeness, only a brief introduc�
tion of LB models used in this study is given in the fol�
lowing paragraphs.

2.1.1. Fluid flow LB model. The flow LB model
employed in this study is based on the simple and pop�
ular Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) method [25].

235.29 μm

Fig. 1. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a
carbon paper GDL.
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DnQb lattice is adopted where n denotes the dimen�
sion and b represents the number of discrete velocities.
The evolution equation for particle distribution func�
tion fi(x, t) is

(1)

where Δt is the time increment and τ is the collision
time related to the kinematical viscosity, ei is the dis�
crete velocities and is defined as (for D2Q9 model used
in this study)

(2)

The equilibrium distribution function (x, t) is
given as

(3)

for D2Q9 model, weight factor wi are wi = 4/9, i = 0;
wi = 1/9, i = 1, 2, 3, 4; wi = 1/36, i = 5, 6, 7, 8. cs is the

sound speed (cs = c/  where c equals Δx/Δt). The
fluid number density ρ and velocity u are obtained
from the first and second moments of the particle dis�
tribution functions.

(4)

(5)

The kinematics viscosity in lattice unit is related to
the collision time by

(6)

2.1.2. Mass transport LB model. For mass trans�
port with reaction, the evolution equation of the distri�
bution function is [26]

(7)

where S is the source term related to the reaction and
will be discussed in Section 4.3. The equilibrium dis�

tribution function (x, t) is commonly chosen as [27]
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where Ki is constant and equals 1/2 for two dimension
simulation. Subscript k denotes the kth component
and Xk is the mole fraction of kth component (the ratio
between the concentration of k component and the
total concentration). J is the rest fraction and is

obtained from  = 

For mass transport simulation, the D2Q9 square
lattice for 2D simulation can be reduced to D2Q5
square lattice without loss of accuracy [27]. Therefore,
the discrete velocities are

(9)

and Ji in Eq. (8) is given by [27]

(10)

where the rest fraction J0 can be selected from 0 to 1.
Species mole fraction Xk is obtained by

(11)

The diffusivity in lattice unit is related to the colli�
sion time by

(12)

where CQ is a lattice dependent coefficient and equals
1/2 for 2D simulation [27].

2.1.3. Multiphase LB model. In this study, multi�
component multiphase model with inter�particle
forces proposed by Shan and Chen (SC model)
[28, 29] is employed to investigate the two�phase flow
in GDL. The inter�particle forces are included in the
kinetics through a set of potentials. In SC model it is
simple to involve these interactions by replacing u in
Eq. (3) with

(13)

where k denotes the kth fluid component, u' is a com�
mon velocity for all of the phases (liquid water and air
in this paper) defined as

(14)

In Eq. (13), Fk is the total force acting on the kth phase
which may include fluid�fluid surface tension force,
fluid�solid adhesion and body forces. The total fluid�
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fluid surface tension force acting on the particles of the
kth component at lattice site x is defined as [30]

(15)

The effective density ψk(ρk) is defined as ψk(ρk) =
ρ0[1 – exp(–ρk)ρ0)]. If only the surface tension forces
between the nearest and next�nearest neighboring
points are considered, G can be described as

(16)

where g controls the strength between fluids. The
fluid�solid interaction force Fa,k is introduced to
describe the interaction between kth fluid and solid
walls [30]

(17)

(18)

where s is an indicator function and equals 0 and 1 for
pore and solid, respectively. The coefficient w, which
controls the strength between fluid and wall, is positive
for non�wetting fluid and negative for wetting fluid.
Different wettability can be obtained by adjusting w.

After involving inter�particle forces in Eq. (13),
the relationship between pressure and density
becomes [29]

(19)

This can be considered as the equation of state (EOS)
of a non�ideal fluid, which makes the separation of
liquid phase and gas phase possible.

2.2. Computational Domain

In this study, a carbon paper GDL with complex
porous structure obtained from 3D structure recon�
struction process is used instead of a homogenous
GDL. Figure 1 shows a SEM image of a carbon paper
GDL. It can be observed that the thin long carbon
fibers mainly align in the in�plane direction and few
can be observed in the through�plane direction, pro�
ducing laminated structure of the carbon paper GDL.
Based on the observation of Fig. 1, following assump�
tions are made in the 3D reconstructed process for
simplification: the carbon fibers are straight with fixed
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diameter, no fiber is orientated for the through�plane
direction and intersecting carbon fibers are randomly
distributed in the in�plane direction. Then, the recon�
struction procedure is implemented by piling up sev�
eral carbon fiber layers. Each of the carbon fiber layers
can be generated by locating fibers with random posi�
tions and angles until the prescribed porosity in this
layer is satisfied. Figure 2a shows a 3D GDL generated
from the reconstruction with fiber diameter of 7 μm,
porosity of 0.7 and total layer number of 24, where x or
z is the in�plane direction and y is the through�plane
direction.

In this study, 2D simulation is performed and the
2D structure of the GDL (as shown in Fig. 2b) can be
obtained from a through�plane cross�section slice of
the 3D reconstructed GDL. Obviously, 3D simulation
of liquid water transport in the porous GDL is more
desirable, but it requires extremely huge computa�
tional resources which is not easily available for the
authors. Thus, only a 2D cross�section slice of the
reconstructed 3D porous structure of the GDL is
adopted. Although the slice loses some of the charac�
teristic of the 3D porous structure (for example, the
connectivity of the solid phase), simulation results in
the following section show that physical properties
such as in�plane and through�plane permeability of
the slice agree well with the existing experimental
results, validating the feasibility of simulating based on
the 2D slice.

The 2D slice has a size of 790 × 168 μm and is
meshed into 790 × 168 lattices. In order to avoid the
effects of carbon fiber structure on fluid flow and mass
transport, five additional lattice grids are added to the
boundaries of the computational domain, leading to
the final lattice grid 800 × 178, as shown in Fig. 2b.
When investigating the effects of GC wettability on
liquid water transport with the GDL, a GC with height
as 500 μm is placed on the top of the GDL, thus the
computational domain with GDL and GC has a size
of 800 × 700 μm and the corresponding lattices are
800 × 700, as shown in Fig. 2c.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the LBM model, the simulation variables are in
the lattice units instead of physical units. To connect
the lattice space to physical space, length scale l0, time
scale t0 and density scale ρ0 are chosen in this study.
Accordingly, the physical variables such as velocity up,
pressure pp, permeability kp, viscosity νp and diffusivity
Dp can be calculated from the quantities in lattice sys�
tem (subscripted by L) as follows

(20)
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In this study, the scale parameters are chosen as l0 =
1.0 × 10–6 m, t0 = 1.33 × 10–8 s and ρ0 = 1.0 kg m–3.

3.1. Permeability of the Porous GDL

The permeability is one of the most important
macroscopic effective transport properties of the
porous GDL, which is inhomogeneous due to the fiber
orientation. Usually, the in�plane permeability is
higher than the through�plane permeability [5]. To
evaluate the permeability of the 2D porous GDL gen�
erated in Section 2.2, air flow simulation is performed
for the in�plane direction (x direction) and through�
plane direction (y direction) using flow LB model
introduced in Section 2.1.1, respectively. For in�plane
flow, pressure boundaries are specified at the inlet and
outlet, respectively (left boundary and right boundary
in Fig. 2b), and solid boundaries are specified on the
rest surfaces (top and bottom boundaries in Fig. 2b).
For the through�plane flow, pressure boundaries are
specified on the inlet and outlet, respectively (bottom
and top boundaries in Fig. 2b), keeping the rest sur�
faces as solid boundaries (left and right boundaries in
Fig. 2b). The solid obstacles in the domain are imper�
meable objects with no slip boundary condition on
their surfaces. To reduce the influence of the solid
obstacles on the inlet and outlet boundaries, fifty more
lattices are added on the inlet/outlet boundary as
buffer zones. The permeability of the porous GDL can
be calculated according to the Darcy’ law

(21)

where 〈u〉 and 〈p〉 are the superficial velocity and aver�
age pressure in the porous GDL respectively.

Figure 3 shows the permeability of the present 2D
porous GDL under different pressure gradients. It is
clearly shown that the GDL has higher in�plane perme�
ability than through�plane permeability. This is because
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Fig. 2. 3D reconstructed structure of a carbon paper GDL
((a)), a through�plane cross�section slice of the GDL (b)
and 2D computation domain contains GC and GDL ((c)).
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Fig. 3. Numerically predicted permeability of the recon�
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more fibers are oriented to the x direction (shown in
Fig. 2b). The in�plane and through�plane permeability
of Tory 090 with porosity 0.80 measured by Gostick et al.
[31] are 2 × 10–11 m2 and 8.99 × 10–12 m2, respectively.
The simulated results in this study are 5.8 × 10–11 m2 for
the in�plane permeability and2.96 × 10–11 m2 for the
through�plane, which are somewhat greater than the
experimental results, partially due to the relatively
large porosity (0.87) of the present porous GDL.

3.2. Effective Diffusivity of the Porous GDL

The effective diffusivity is another important mac�
roscopic effective transport property of the porous
GDL [5]. Unfortunately, there have been few
researches to measure the anisotropic effective diffu�
sivity of the porous GDL [32]. In this study, gas diffu�
sion simulation is performed to evaluate the effective
diffusivity of the present 2D porous GDL using mass
transport LB model introduced in Section 2.1.2. Con�
centration fractions are specified on the inlet and out�
let, keeping the rest two surfaces as no�flux bound�
aries. The solid obstacles in the domain are imperme�
able objects with no flux boundary conditions on their
surfaces. Similar to the simulation in Section 3.1, fifty
more lattices are added on the inlet/outlet boundary as
buffer zones. The effective diffusivity of the porous
GDL can be calculated by

(22)

for in�plane direction and through�plane direction,
respectively. D is the binary diffusivity, H and L are the
height and length of the present porous GDL, respec�
tively. Xin is the inlet concentration fraction and Xout is
the outlet concentration fraction.

Nam and Kaviany [5] proposed the following cor�
relation to calculate the effective diffusivity of the
GDL

(23)

where α = 0.521 for the in�plane direction, α = 0.785
for the through�plane direction, and εp = 0.11. Deff/D
calculated by Eq. (23) for porosity 0.87 is 0.758 and
0.707 for the in�plane direction and through�plane
direction, respectively. The simulated Deff/D for the
in�plane direction and through�plane direction are
0.771 and 0.713, respectively, which are in good agree�
ment with the values calculated by Eq. (23).

3.3. Evaluation and Calibration of g and w 
in the Multiphase LB Model

Before explore liquid water behaviors, it is neces�
sary to calibrate g controlling the fluid�fluid interac�
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tion and w controlling fluid�solid interaction in SC
model. In this regard, two numerical experiments are
conducted: bubble test to evaluate g and static droplet
contact angle test to determine w.

3.3.1. Bubble test. The bubble test consists of a cir�
cular bubble with radius of 20 lattices initially located
at the center of a 100 × 100 lattices system. Based on
the work by Huang et al [33], in the bubble initial densi�
ties are set as ρ1 = 2 and ρ2 = 1 × 10–5, and outside the
bubble initial densities are set as ρ1 = 1 × 10–5 and ρ2 = 2,
where ρ1 is the density of gas and ρ2 is the density of
liquid. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on
the four boundaries.

Figure 4 shows the difference between the maxi�
mum and minimum density of the gas as a function of
g. In the SC model, different phases separate with each
other only if the absolute value of g exceeds a critical
value 2/(9ρ0), where ρ0 = ρ1 + ρ2 [33]. It can be seen
that in Fig. 4 that the critical value is about 0.22, which
is in good agreement with the theoretical value 0.222.
When g < 0.22, the density difference is zero indicating
different phases mix with each other. When g > 0.22,
the density difference becomes increasing larger,
implying different phases start to separate and the bub�
ble becomes increasingly pure. Overlarge g leads to
density difference greater than 2.0 as shown in Fig. 4.
Thus, g is set as 0.5 in the following simulation.

The pressure difference across the liquid/gas inter�
face is related to the radius R of the bubble by
Laplace’s Law

(24)

where pi and p0 are the pressures inside and outside the
bubble, respectively. σ is the surface tension force. Fig�
ure 5 shows the pressure difference Δp as a function of

p1 p0– σ/R,=

2

1

0

0.50.30

Density difference, lattice unit

Liquid/gas interaction g, lattice unit

Fig. 4. Difference between the maximum and minimum
density of gas as the function of fluid�fluid interaction
strength g.
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1/R, where the inserted image shows a bubble with
radius 20 (lattice unit) obtained from the simulations,
pi and p0 are calculated 8 lattices away from the bubble
surface, shown by the dashed circles in the inserted
image. It can be seen that the pressure difference is
proportional to 1/R, showing a good agreement with
Laplace’s Law.

3.3.2. Static contact angle test. Contact angle is
usually considered as a measure of the solid surface
wettability. A surface is wetting or hydrophilic if the
contact angle θ < 90°, and liquid tends to spread as
film on the solid surface. On the contrary, the surface
is non�wetting or hydrophobic if θ > 90°, and liquid
tends to form a droplet on the solid surface. A set of
initially semicircular static droplets on a horizontal
solid surface are simulated to predict different contact
angles, with u1 changing from –0.2 to 0.2. Initial den�
sities are set as ρ1 = 1 × 10–5 and ρ2 = 2 inside the drop�
let, and ρ1 = 2 and ρ2 = 1 × 10–5 outside the droplet.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied on the left
and right boundaries. No slip boundary conditions are
used on the bottom and top boundaries. The droplet
radius is calculated by the method proposed in [34].

Figure 6 presents the relationship between w and
the predicted contact angles, where the insert image
shows droplets with different contact angles. Previous
literature reported that the contact angle is a linear
function of w [33]. The simulation results show this
characteristic in the range of w from –0.1 to 0.2. In the
following simulation, different contact angle of the
GDL can be obtained by choosing the corresponding
w according to Fig. 6.

3.4. Liquid Water Behaviors

In the cathode of a PEMFC, liquid water generated
in the CL penetrates through the GDL and finally
enters the GC. In the GDL, surface tension force
plays a dominant role on liquid water transport and
other forces including viscous force, inertial force and
gravity force can be negligible [23]. Generally, the
relationship between surface tension force and other
forces are described by three pertinent non�dimen�
sional numbers including capillary number (Ca, the
ratio of viscous force to surface tension force, Ca =
μu/σ), Weber number (We, the ratio of inertial force to
surface tension force, We = ρu2d/σ) and Bond number
(Bo, the ratio of gravity force to surface tension force,
Bo = (Δρ)d2g/σ), where μ is water dynamic viscosity,
u liquid water velocity, σ surface tension between water
and air, d the characteristic length, Δρ the density dif�
ference of liquid water and air and g the gravity accel�
eration. In the GDL of an operating PEMFC, Ca is of
the order 10–6–10–8, Bo is about 10–9 and We is of the
order 10–10 [23], indicating the dominant effects of
surface tension force on the liquid water behaviors in
the GDL compared to other forces.

On the other hand, in the GC liquid water emerg�
ing from the GDL subjected to air flow from the
upstream suffers pressure force, shear force, surface
tension force, gravity, lift force and inertial force. The
formation and movement of the liquid water have been
widely investigated [35–41]. In a micro GC, the sur�
face tension force also plays an important role on liq�
uid water behaviors. In particular, it overwhelms other
forces during the liquid water growth stage [37]. In the
present study, only the growth stage of the liquid water
in the GC is studied while not concerning the follow�
ing elongation and detachment stages (For more detail
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Fig. 5. Pressure difference inside and outside the droplet as
a function of the reciprocal of droplet radius 1/R.
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Fig. 6. Contact angles of droplets on the solid surface as a
function of fluid�solid interaction w.
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of the water transport process one can refer to [37]).
Therefore, other forces imposed on liquid water also
can be neglected compared to the surface tension
force in the growth stage of liquid water in the GC.

The above discussions that surface tension force is
dominant during liquid water transport within the
GDL and the liquid water growth stage in the GC lead
to simulations adopting SC model more efficient. In
the SC model, numerical simulation process may be
instable if density difference and viscosity difference
between liquid and gas are too large [22]. As men�
tioned above, effects of viscous force, gravity and iner�
tial force can be neglected. This implies that density
difference and viscosity difference between liquid
water and air closely relating to these forces can be
ignored. Therefore, density and viscosity of liquid
water and air are treated to be equal to each other in
GDL as well as in GC in the following simulations
using the SC model. Such treatment is also adopted in
previous researches using SC model to investigate liq�
uid water behaviors in the GDL [20, 23].

3.4.1. Liquid water behaviors in GDL and GC with�
out land. First the process of liquid water transport in
GDL and GC without land is investigated. Initially, air
with density as 2.0 occupies the whole computational
domain (shown in Fig. 2c). Liquid water density with
density 2.0 enters the computational domain from the
inlet on the bottom surface. The inlet velocity of liquid
water is 8 × 10–7 δx/δt in lattice unit and the corre�
sponding Ca is 4 × 10–7 based on the surface tension
evaluated in Section 3.1. Air flow is not considered in
the GC in the present study and thus air velocity in the
GC and GDL is initially specified as zero. The relax�
ation time r related to dynamic viscosity is set as 1 for
both fluids, leading to dynamic viscosities as 1/6 in lat�
tice units. The GDL and GC are hydrophobic with
contact angle as 120°. Periodic boundary conditions
are applied on the left and right boundaries and no�slip
boundary conditions are adopted for the bottom and
top boundaries. In addition, no�slip boundary condi�
tions are used for all the solid surfaces of the carbon
fibers in the GDL.

Figure 7 shows the liquid water transport processes
within the GDL from the water inlet to the GDL�GC
interface. In Fig. 7, blue is liquid water, light yellow
denotes air and black represents carbon fibers. Liquid
water always preferentially chooses the largest pores to
invade on its advancing path as shown in Fig. 7, since
larger hydrophobic pores create smaller resistance
force [6]. As a result, when liquid water reaches the
GDL�GC interface, a flexuous pathway of liquid
water which always occupies largest pores is formed
inside the GDL (shown in Fig. 7c), which agrees with
the simulations results in [23, 24].

Figure 8 displays the liquid water behaviors near
the GDL�GC interface and in the GC. At the inter�
face, two pores (shown in the red circles in Fig. 8a) are
possibly available for liquid water to ingress into the GC.
However, the size of the pore in the left red circle 1 is a lit�

tle larger than that in the right circle 2, implying
smaller resistance in the left circle. Thus, liquid water
enters GC through the left pore and forms a droplet
under the dominant surface tension force. At the same
time, liquid water in the right circle start to recede due
to the preferential pathway formed in the left circle, as
shown in Fig. 8b. Subsequently, the droplet gradually
grows and liquid water in the right circle continuously
withdraws, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 8c. This
phenomenon is consistent with the experimental
observation suggesting a dynamic interconnection of
water pathways in the GDL [8].

It should be noted that in literature [8] the water
injection rate is relatively high, and thus the corre�
sponding Ca is larger than the typical Ca in GDL of
PEMFC. Larger Ca may results in liquid water trans�
port mechanism changing from capillary fingering to
stable front invasion [22]. Thus, it is critical to match
Ca in experiments or simulations with that in practical
operating PEMFC. Although Ca in [8] is relatively
higher compared to that in PEMFC, numerical results
with reasonable Ca in this study confirms the experi�
mental results in [8] that pathway of liquid water
within the GDL is dynamic interconnected.

3.4.2. Liquid water behaviors in GDL and GC with a
land. When liquid water permeates through GDL and
reaches GDL�GC interface, it also may touch the bot�
tom surface of a land. Obviously, the land wettability
will greatly affect liquid water transport processes near
the land. Thus, effects of land wettability are investi�

(а)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Liquid water transport process from inlet to GDL�GC
interface at different time step: (a) t = 50000 time step,
(b) t = 250000 time step, (c) t = 280000 time step.
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gated by adding a rectangular land in the following
simulation.

A land is positioned from x = 350 to x = 650 in the
x direction in the GC, as shown in Fig. 9a. Such place�
ment covers the local GDL�GC interface where a
droplet forms in the without land case in Section 3.3.1.
For the hydrophilic land case, the contact angles of
channel walls, including the bottom surface and two
side surfaces of the land, as well as the top wall of the
channel, are set as 60°, which are set as 120° for hydro�
phobic land case. The GDL is hydrophobic. All the
other boundary and initial conditions are the same as
that in the without land case in Section 3.3.1. It is
worth mentioned that the pore sizes near the
GDL/land interface are smaller than that within the
GDL in this study, which is practical due to compres�
sion of the components of PEMFC under significant
pressure [42].

Figures 9 and 10 show the time evolution of liquid
water distribution in GDL and GC to illuminate the
effects of channel wall wettability on liquid water dis�
tributions. In Fig. 9 the channel wall surfaces are
hydrophilic, whereas in Fig. 10 the channel wall sur�
faces are hydrophobic. The distinguished difference
between Figs. 9 and 10 is that liquid water tends to
spread as film on the hydrophilic land surfaces,

whereas a droplet is formed in the GC with hydropho�
bic land surfaces. This is consistent with the experi�
mental results in [14]. Besides, liquid water still pref�
erentially chooses the largest pores to invade on its
advancing path in the hydrophobic GDL, as shown in
Figs. 9 and 10. When liquid water arrives near the
GDL/land interface, compared to the without land
case in Fig. 8, in Figs. 9c and 10b liquid water chooses
the right pore in red circle 2 to invade. This is because
the size of the two pores in circles 1 and 2 (Liquid
water chooses to enter the GC in the without land
case) reserves, as shown in Fig. 9c. Thus, at this time
liquid water chooses the right pore to invade and
arrives at the GDL/land interface.

Interesting phenomenon can be observed when liq�
uid water transports at the GDL/land interface, as
shown in circle 3 Figs. 9d and 10c. The pathway for
liquid water at the interface is completely hydrophobic
for the hydrophobic land case (hydrophobic land bot�
tom surface and hydrophobic GDL top surface).
However, it is partially hydrophobic for the hydro�
philic land case (hydrophilic land bottom surface and
hydrophobic GDL top surface). Thus, it is expected
that capillary pressure required for liquid water
advancing at the GDL/hydrophobic land interface is
higher than that at the GDL/hydrophilic land inter�
face. Obviously, higher capillary pressure at the
GDL/land interface results in more liquid water accu�
mulated within the GDL, due to the interconnected
pathway of liquid water inside the GDL [8]. Thus,
more liquid water will accumulates within the GDL
under the hydrophobic land than that under the
hydrophilic land, which is consistent with the experi�
mental results in [14]. The phenomenon is more obvi�
ous in Fig. 11. Figure 11 shows the time evolution of
liquid water saturation within the GDL. The water sat�
uration S is defined as the radio of pore volume filled
by liquid water to the total dry pore volume. In Fig. 11,
the liquid water saturation within the GDL under the
hydrophobic land is greater than that under the hydro�
philic land, which is expected based on the above dis�
cussion. Since liquid water distribution in the GDL
greatly affects reactant transport and thus the cell per�
formance, the impact of channel wall wettability on
liquid water saturation in GDL should be taken into
account in studies regarding mass transport and fluid
flow in PEMFC.

3.5. Wetter Transport in GDL with Different Wettability

In this section, liquid water distributions in GDL
are investigated for six cases with different wettability.
GDL is completely hydrophobic GDL in Case 1 and
is completely hydrophilic in Case 2. Half region of the
GDL is hydrophobic in Cases 3�6 with different distri�
bution of the hydrophobic region, as shown in
Figs. 12c–12f. In Figs. 12c–12f, regions marked 1
denote hydrophilic regions and that marked 2 denote
hydrophobic regions, with hydrophobic and hydro�

1 2

(а)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Liquid water transport process near the GDL�GC
interface and in the GC at different time steps: (a) t =
310000 time step, (b) t = 330000 time step, (c) t =
370000 time step.
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philic regions separated by the solid lines. Practically,
the distribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
regions in GDL due to PTFE treatment is very com�
plex [43], and the four square patch�wise distribution
patterns shown in Figs. 12c–12f may be regarded as
simplified models.

Followed the method proposed in [23], liquid water
is initially randomly distributed throughout the com�
putational domain (shown in Fig. 2b) with specified
averaged water saturation (in this study 0.2 for all the
cases). Body forces are added to both liquid water and
gas along y direction to simulate counter�current flow
[23]. Liquid water and gas will redistribute during the
simulation until the steady state is achieved. No�slip

boundary conditions are used for the left and right
boundaries. Periodic boundary conditions are applied
on the bottom and top boundaries.

Figure 12 displays liquid water distributions for the
six cases. Clearly, different wettability of the GDL cre�
ates distinct liquid water distribution patterns. Gener�
ally, liquid water in hydrophobic regions exhibits as
isolated droplets adjacent to the carbon fibers, similar
to the experimental results in [5]. In the hydrophilic
regions, however, liquid water tends to spread on the
carbon fiber surfaces as thin films. Besides, the distri�
bution of water film is more agglomerate compared
with that in hydrophobic regions. For Cases 3–6 with
mixed wettabilities, liquid water distribution patterns

Hydrophilic
rib

Hydrophilic
rib

Hydrophilic
rib

Hydrophilic
rib

1 2

3

(b) (d)

(а) (c)

Fig. 9. Liquid water transport process in the GDL and GC with a hydrophilic land: (a) t = 50000 time step, (b) t = 150000 time step,
(c) t = 200000 time step, (d) t = 300000 time step.
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quite differ from each other although the areas of the
hydrophobic regions are the same or in the other word,
the PTFE content is the same for the four cases. This
implies that an averaged PTFE content itself cannot
describe the pore�scale liquid water distribution in the
GDL, and the detailed distributions of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic regions are further required to reveal
the specific characteristics of liquid water distribution.

It is noticeable that for all the simulation results,
liquid water is separately distributed as films or drop�
lets (Such distribution of liquid water is called as sepa�
rated distribution in this study) without forming con�
tinuous capillary flow. This separated distribution cor�
responds to ex situ experimental results of Nam and
Kaviany [5] in which liquid water vapor condenses
randomly in GDL as small droplets or films and has

Hydrophobic
rib

Hydrophobic
rib

Hydrophobic
rib

Hydrophobic
rib

3

(а) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 10. Liquid water transport process in the GDL and GC with a hydrophobic land: (a) t = 100000 time step, (b) t = 300000 time step,
(c) t = 360000 time step, (d) t = 460000 time step.
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Fig. 11. Time evolutions of liquid water saturation within
the GDL under a hydrophobic land and a hydrophilic land
respectively.
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not achieved the saturation level for forming continu�
ous capillary flow. Recently, in situ experiment using
neutron image by Turhan et al. [14] also have observed
this separated distributions for a short duration after
cell start�up in an operating PEMFC.

The effective diffusivity of GDL is an important
parameter which reflects reactant diffusion efficiency.
The effective diffusivity of GDL reduces if liquid water
accumulates in GDL as it restricts the reactant diffu�
sion by reducing the diffusion area and creating tortu�

ous diffusion path. Thus, the effective diffusivities for
the six cases with different water distributions are eval�
uated using the mass transport LB model introduced
in Section 2.1.2.

Figure 13 presents Deff/D numerically predicted for
the six cases. It can be seen that although the water sat�
uration is at the same level, Deff for different cases dif�
fers from each other due to different liquid water dis�
tribution inside the GDL. Interestingly, Deff for Case 2
with completely hydrophilic GDL is the highest while
that for Case 1 with completely hydrophobic GDL is
the lowest. This is because tall droplets can more seri�
ously block the void space in the GDL than the water
film spreading on the solid surfaces, as shown in
Fig. 12. This implies that a hydrophilic GDL is bene�
ficial for reactant transport if liquid water presents as
separated distributions. On the contrary, previous
study has found out that a hydrophobic GDL is more
desirable if liquid water forms continuous capillary
flow [10], as liquid water only flows in certain prefer�
ential pathways and leaves most of the GDL pores
available for reactant transport in a hydrophobic
GDL. The discrepancy indicates that whether PTFE
treatment is beneficial for cell performance depends
on the detail distributions of liquid water within the
GDL and PTFE treatment doesn’t directly means
superior cell performance. In fact, results of experi�
ments regarding effects of PTFE treatment on cell
performance also vary from each other sometimes
[44–46]. Shimpalee et al. [44] found that the cell per�
formance obtained with hydrophilic GDL is signifi�
cantly lower than that with hydrophobic GDL because
of severe flooding in hydrophilic GDL. On the con�
trary, Tuber et al. [45] reported that PMEFC with
hydrophilic GDL performed better. Park et al. [46]
found that the higher the PTFE content in GDL, the
lower the cell performance.

(а)

2

1 2 1

1 2

2

1

2

1

2

1

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 12. Liquid water distribution in GDL with different
wettability for liquid water saturation of 0.2. (a) Case 1
completely hydrophobic; (b) Case 2 completely hydro�
philic; (c) Case 3 (1 denotes hydrophilic region, 2 denotes
hydrophobic region); (d) Case 4 (1 denotes hydrophilic
region, 2 denotes hydrophobic region); (o) Case 5
(1 denotes hydrophilic region, 2 denotes hydrophobic
region); (f) Case 6 (1 denotes hydrophilic region, 2 denotes
hydrophobic region).
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0
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Fig. 13. Effective diffusivities of GDL with different wetta�
bility.
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Actually, water transport in porous GDL is indeed
a significantly complex process due to various affected
factors including GDL thickness, GDL porosity,
GDL wettability and pore sizes. Therefore, it is not
surprising that different liquid water distribution pat�
terns inside the GDL have been observed, and it is
understandable that PEMFC with hydrophobic GDL
doesn’t always perform better under different operat�
ing conditions [44–46].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, LBM is used to investigate liquid
water transport behaviors in GDL. A porous GDL
obtained from reconstruction processes is used in the
simulation. Effects of GC and GDL wettability on liq�
uid water distribution are explored. The main conclu�
sions are derived as follows:

(1) Within the hydrophobic GDL, liquid water
transport mechanism is capillary fingering and the
pathway of liquid water is dynamic interconnected.

(2) The GC wall wettability significantly affects the
liquid water content within the GDL and a hydropho�
bic GC leads to more liquid water accumulated in the
GDL compared to a hydrophilic GC.

(3) Liquid water presents different distribution pat�
terns in GDL with different wettability. PTFE content
itself cannot determine liquid water distribution
within the GDL and the detailed distributions of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions also play an
important role;

(4) If liquid water presents as separated distribution
in the GDL in which liquid water shows as separated
droplets or films, effective diffusivity of reactants in a
hydrophilic GDL is higher than that in a hydrophobic
GDL. Thus, a hydrophobic GDL doesn’t always result
in better performance of PEMFC.
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NOMENCLATURE

cs⎯speed of sound in LBM
CO⎯oxygen concentration, mol m–3

CQ⎯lattice dependent coefficient in Eq. (12)
D diffusivity, m2 s–1

ei⎯discrete velocity in LBM
fi⎯particle distribution function in the ith direc�

tion

⎯equilibrium particle distribution function

F⎯Faraday’s constant, C mol–1

Fa, k⎯fluid�solid interaction force in SC model

fi
eq

Fc, k⎯fluid�fluid surface tension acting on
kth component in SC model

Fk⎯forces acting on kth component
g⎯parameter control strength between different

component in SC model
⎯Green funciton in SC model

Ji⎯specially chosen constant in Eq. (8)
Ki⎯specially chosen constant in Eq. (8)
l0⎯length scale
p⎯Pressure, Pa
�p�⎯average pressure, Pa
R⎯universal gas constant, J mol–1 K–1

s⎯an indicator function in SC model for solid
phase

S⎯source term in mass transport LB model
t⎯time
t0⎯time scale
t⎯time step
T⎯temperature of the operation condition, K
u⎯local velocity, m s–1

u'⎯common velocity for all of the phases in
SC model, m s–1

�u�⎯superficial velocity, m s–1

w⎯parameter controls strength between fluid and
wall in SC model

wi⎯weight factor in equilibrium particle distribu�
tion function

W⎯Green funciton SC model
x⎯position
Δx⎯mesh width
Xk⎯mole fraction of kth species

Greek Symbol

ε⎯porosity
εp⎯parameter in Eq. (23)
σ⎯surface tension
ν⎯Kinetic viscosity
ρ⎯Density
τ⎯relaxation time
τv⎯relaxation time related to viscosity
τD⎯relaxation time related to diffusivity
ψk⎯effective density in SC model

Subscripts and Superscripts

L⎯lattice unit
p⎯physical unit
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